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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of re�
search on computational Arabic mor�
phology which is done in the West� as
well as a new multi�tape model which
consits of three components� A lexical
component which mapps the autoseg�
mental morphemes of Arabic �e�g�� pat�
tern� root and vocalism in stems� to a
surface form� A rewrite�rules compo�
nent takes care of conditional changes�
A morphotactic component provides for
morphotactic parsing�

� Introduction

Research in Arabic morphology has been a pop�
ular �eld in the Arab World due to the impor�
tance of a morphological component in any lan�
guage model of Arabic� In the West� Arabic
attracts attention because of its intriguing mor�
phological system� viz�� the root�and�pattern sys�
tem� However� little interaction exists between
Arab and western researchers� This is apparent
in works published by the two communities which
lack cross�community references� understandably
since most work on Arabic morphology in the
Arab World is published in the native language�
while western publications on the topic are usu�
ally con�ned to conference proceedings which are
hard to access� �Finding proceedings in western
libraries proofs di	cult as well
� This paper is an
attempt to cross this gap� albeit in one direction�

The following describes previous work on Ara�
bic morphology from the perspective of western
researchers� It merely serves as a starting point to
Arab researches who are interested in the topic�

ICEMCO serves as an excellent bridge where such
an overview can be presented�

Section � introduces mainstream �nite�state
morphology� Section � outlines previous propos�
als and research for handling Arabic morphology�
Section  describes a new multi�tape approach�
Finally� section � gives concluding remarks�

� Finite�State Morphology

The notion of using �nite�state transducers
�FSTs� to model phonological rules dates back
to the early work of �Johnson� ������ Indepen�
dently� �Kay and Kaplan� ����� � in an unpub�
lished work� � arrived at a similar conclusion and
presented the mathematical tools required for the
compilation into FSTs of regular rewrite rules of
the form

� � ��� �

where �� �� � and � are regular expressions� with
� designating the input� � designating the out�
put� and � and � designating the left and right
contexts� respectively� Rules are marked with
precedence �which rule applies �rst� and direction
�whether a rule applies to the string in question
left�to�right� right�to�left or simultaneously��

Each rule is compiled into a �nite�state trans�
ducer� The relation between lexical and surface
strings is taken as the composition of the FSTs
which sanction their mapping� An analysis which
involves n ordered rules requires n FSTs running
on n�� tapes� with n�� tapes being intermediate
ones� As n increases� the number of intermediate
tapes increases� Though merging all FSTs into
one FST is possible by composing and minimis�
ing all transducers as shown above� doing so re�
sults in huge intermediate machines which make

�Later published as �Kaplan and Kay� ������



the process � at least for the computer devices of
that time � computationally infeasible�

�Koskenniemi� ������ working in the domain of
morphology� proposed that the FSTs which rep�
resent rules should run in parallel� rather than se�
rial composition� In other words� each FST must
accept the lexical representation and the sur�
face representation of the analysis� Since only
two tapes are visible to all transducers� the model
was named two�level morphology� Here� the
direct relation between the lexical and surface
strings is taken as the intersection of all trans�
ducers� Koskenniemi�s proposal proved to be suc�
cessful and was implemented in various systems
�Karttunen� ����� Antworth� ����� Karttunen�
������ However� it fell short of describing com�
plex nonlinear operations�

� Previous Proposals and Systems

A major obstacle in mainstream two�level mor�
phology is that it assumes a liner lexical represen�
tation� making it extremely di	cult� if not impos�
sible� to apply mainstream two�level notation to
the autonomous morphemes of Arabic� pattern�
root and vocalism� A number of proposals for
handling Arabic morphology in a more interest�
ing way have appeared in the past decade� This
section gives a brief description of them� as well
as related works on other Semitic languages� in
chronological order�

��� Kay�s Approach to Arabic ���	
�

�Kay� ����� proposed a �nite�state approach for
handling Arabic nonconcatenative morphology�
The approach follows the autosegmental analy�
sis of Arabic �McCarthy� ������ Kay�s proposal
uses multi�tape automata and adds some exten�
sions to traditional FSTs� In his version� transi�
tions are marked with quadruples of elements �for
vocalism� root� pattern and surface form� respec�
tively�� where each element is a pair� a symbol
and an instruction concerning the movement of
the tape�s head� Kay uses the following notation�
An unadorned symbol is read and the tape�s head
moves to the next position� A symbol in brackets�
� �� is read and the tape�s head remains stationary�
A symbol in braces� f g� is read and the tape�s
head moves only if the symbol is the last one on
the tape�

The transitions for the analysis of Arabic �kat�

Figure �� Kay�s Analysis of �kattab�
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tab� �Measure �� is shown in Fig� �� The four
tapes are �from top to bottom�� vocalism tape�
root tape� pattern tape and surface tape� Tran�
sition quadruples are shown at the right side of
tapes� The symbol �l� between the lower surface
tape and the lexical tapes indicates the current
symbols under the read�write head�s�� After the
�rst transition on the quadruple h� �� k� C� ki� �i�
no symbol is read from the vocalism tape� �ii� �k�
is read from the root tape and the tape�s head is
moved� �iii� �C� is read from the third tape and
the tape�s head is moved� and �iv� �k� is written
on the surface tape and the tape�s head is moved�
At the �nal con�guration� all the tapes have been
exhausted and the desired form appears on the
surface tape�

Kay makes use of a special symbol� G� to han�
dle gemination� When reading G on the pattern
tape� the machine scans a symbol from the root
tape without advancing the read head of that
tape�



Figure �� Architecture of the Akkadian System
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��� Kataja and Koskenniemi�s Approach

to Akkadian ���		�

Working within standard two�level morphology�
�Kataja and Koskenniemi� ����� describe a sys�
tem which handles Akkadian stems� �I shall use
Arabic examples instead of Akkadian ones here��
The general architecture of the system appears
in Fig� �� Lexical entries take the following form�
a verb such as �nkutib� �Measure �� passive� has
the lexical entries

��
�
k ��

�
t ��

�
b ��

�

and

n �� u ��i ��

where �� is the alphabet of the vocalism and af�
�xes and �� is the alphabet of the root� The
lexicon component of the system takes the in�
tersection of the two expressions and produces
the verbal stem �nkutib� which is fed onto the
lexical tape of a standard two�level system� The
two�level rules take care of conditional pho�
netic changes �assimilation� deletion� etc�� and
produce �dinkutib� since Arabic initial consonant
clusters� CC� require a prosthetic �di��
The di�erence between this system and a stan�

dard two�level model is the way in which the sys�
tem searches the lexicon via the �lexical compo�
nent�� Instead of taking the intersection of lexical
entries in advance� the system can do simultane�
ous searches in the lexica to simulate intersection�

��� Beesley�s Approach to Arabic ���	�

���� �����

In a number of papers� Beesley et al� report a
working system for Arabic �Beesley� Buckwalter�

and Newton� ����� Beesley� ����� Beesley� ������
This is probably the largest reported system for
Arabic morphology in the West� The lexicon con�
tains c� ���� roots which would cover all roots in
Modern Standard Arabic �Wehr� ������ Each en�
try is marked to show which verbal and nominal
patterns a root can combine with� Another lexi�
con holds verbal and nominal patterns� The lexi�
cal access was named �detouring� which simulates
the intersection of two lexica�

The system was tested on newspaper texts�
For each word� the system returned ��� the ap�
propriate lexical strings with the root and pat�
tern intersected together as a stem� ��� the root
and pattern separated� ��� lists of features� and
�� a rough English meaning �Beesley� personal
communication�� A more recent version of this
system is described by �Beesley� ������ with an
excellent demo available on the Internet �URL�
http���www�rxrc�xerox�com�research�mltt�

arabic��� We shall hear more about this in the
current conference�

��� Lavie�s Approach to Hebrew ������

�Lavie� Itai� and Ornan� ����� describe a two�
level system which handles Hebrew verbal stems�
Their approach is similar to that of �Kataja and
Koskenniemi� ����� in that they have a lexical
component which expands lexical strings� The
output of this component becomes the lexical
string in a standard two�level system� Since such
transformations delay the analysis� they propose
passing the lexicon through a preprocessor which
converts primary stems into secondary ones prior
to the two�level analysis�

��� Kornai�s Linear Coding ������

�Kornai� ����� proposed modeling Autosegmen�
tal Phonology using FSTs� where nonlinear au�
tosegmental representations are coded as linear
strings� Various encodings were evaluated with
respect to four desiderata� computability� com�
positionality� invertibility and iconicity� To illus�
trate one encoding� consider the autosegmental
representation of the Ngbaka verb �kp�ol�o� �re�
turn� in Fig� ��� The corresponding linear coding
in Kornai�s system is given using four keyword
types as follows�

L�k b L�p b L�o b L�o
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Figure �� Autosegmental Representation of
�kp�ol�o�
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The coding L�k indicates the absence of an as�
sociation line between �L� on the upper tone tier
and �k� on the lower stem tier� The keyword b

advances the bottom tape only� The next two
keywords are similar to the two preceding ones�
respectively� The keyword L�o indicates the ex�
istence of an association line between �L� and �o��
Kornai also uses the keyword t �which does not
feature in this example� to advance the top tape
only� Such linear encodings are converted into
traditional �nite�state transducers�

��� Bird and Ellison�s One�Level
Approach ����� �����

�Bird and Ellison� ����� proposed a model based
on one�level phonology using FSAs to model rep�
resentations and rules� Their model employs an
encoding scheme for the representation of au�
tosegmental diagrams� Every pair of autosegmen�
tal tiers constitutes a chart �or plane�� This is
illustrated for the case of Arabic �kattab� in the
form of a triangular prism as in Fig� � Each mor�
pheme sits on one of the prism�s three longitudi�
nal edges� the pattern on edge ���� the vocalism
on edge ��� and the root on edge ���� Moreover�
the prism has three longitudinal charts �or plane��
the pattern�vocalism chart ��������� the pattern�
root chart ���������� and the root�vocalism chart
��������� The corresponding encoding of the di�
agram is

a������
C������ V������ C������ C������ V������ C������

�The original work appeared as �Bird and Ellison�
���	��

k t b

CVCCVC
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Figure �� Autosegmental Representation of �kat�
tab�

k������ t������ b������

Each expression is an �n����tuple� where n is the
number of charts� The �rst element in the tu�
ple represents the autosegment� The positions of
the remaining elements in the tuple indicate the
chart in which an association line occurs� and the
numerals indicate the number of association lines
on that chart� For example� the expression a������
states that the autosegment a has two association
lines on the �rst �i�e� pattern�vocalism� chart�
zero lines on the second �i�e� pattern�root� chart
and zero lines on the third �i�e� root�vocalism�
chart�

�Bird and Ellison� ���� provide tools for
converting such encodings in �nite�state devices
which they call �state�labeled �nite automata��
Their machines are no more expressive than tra�
ditional FSAs��

Their one�level analysis of Arabic takes the fol�
lowing form� three SFAs represent a pattern mor�
pheme� a root morpheme and a vocalism mor�
pheme� respectively� The surface form is obtained
by taking the intersection of the three automata�

��
 Wiebe�s Multi�Linear Coding ������

�Wiebe� ����� proposed another encoding for
representing Autosegmental Phonology following
Kornai�s four desiderata �see x����� This is illus�
trated by showing the encoding of the autoseg�
mental representation of Arabic �kattab� �Mea�
sure ��� The autosegmental representation is
given in Fig� �� The corresponding �multi�linear�
coding is

a��
C�V�C�C�V�C�

k�t��b�

A numeral n following an autosegment indicate
that it has an association on chart n� An au�
tosegment which is linked m times is followed by
m repetitions of n� e�g� a�� and t���

�These machines are identical to Moore machines
�Moore� ��
���



The multi�linear encoding is processed by de�
vices which Wiebe calls �multi�tape state�labeled
�nite automata��� Labels here are associated
with states rather than transitions� The com�
putational power of Wiebe�s version of these ma�
chines exceeds the power of conventional trans�
ducers� Wiebe�s machines can accept context�
free� and even some context�sensitive� languages�

��	 Pulman and Hepple�s Approach to
Arabic ������

�Pulman and Hepple� ����� proposed a formalism
�which we adopt in section ��� for bidirectional
segmental phonological processing and proposed
using it for Arabic in the following manner� A
stem like �takattab� �Measure �� is simply ex�
pressed with the rule

 � C� C� C� �  �
 � t a C� a C� C� a C� �  

where Ci represents the ith radical of the root
fktbg� Note that the pattern and vocalism mor�
phemes are embedded in the surface expression
of the rule�

��� Narayanan and Hashem�s

Three�Level Approach ������

�Narayanan and Hashem� ����� proposed an ex�
tension to the traditional two�level model by
adding a third abstract level of automaton rep�
resentation !at which classes of in"ectional phe�
nomena are given an abstract representation�#
Under this framework� patterns of in"ection con�
stitute an abstract automaton component which
sits on top of a standard two�level system�
Their Arabic implementation assumes that

nominal forms are entered in the lexicon as stems�
The automata represent various nominal in"ec�
tions �pre�xation and su	xation�� which are in
fact concatenative� The treatment of the ver�
bal system employs two�way FSTs with � moves�
mapping unequal sequences of symbols�

� A Multi�Tape Model

This section describes a new model for Arabic
morphology based on earlier reports by �Kiraz�

�The machines in �Bird and Ellison� ����� di�er
in denition and computational power from those of
�Wiebe� ���	� though both have a somewhat similar name�
�Wiebe� ���	� borrowed the name from �Bird and Ellison�
���	��
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Figure �� Autosegmental Representation of �yak�
tubna�

���� et� seq�� �for the latest account� see �Kiraz�
Forthcoming���

In the case of Arabic� the lexical description
consists of three lexical morphemes� pattern� root
and vocalism� The model presented here is mo�
tivated by Kay�s proposal �see x���� in that it
uses multi�tape automata� It follows traditional
two�level morphology� however� in assuming two
levels of linguistic description in recognition and
synthesis� The di�erence here lies in the number
of representations each level may have� the lex�
ical level employs multiple representations� while
the surface level employs only one representa�
tion� The upper bound on the number of lexi�
cal representations is not only language�speci�c�
but also grammar�speci�c� Note that a distinc�
tion is made here between the terms �levels� and
�representations�� a level may have multiple rep�
resentations�

There is a linguistic motivation behind this
model� As described by �McCarthy� ������ when
a word is uttered� it is pronounced in a lin�
ear string of segments� i�e� the multi�tier lex�
ical representation is linearised at the surface
level� McCarthy calls this process tier con�a�

tion� Consider for example the autosegmental
structure in Fig� ��a� of Arabic �yaktubna� �they
�fem� are writing� which consists of the follow�
ing morphemes �from top to bottom�� the cir�
cum�x morpheme fy�nag �impf pl �rd fem�� the
vocalism morpheme faug �impf act�� the corre�
sponding CV pattern morpheme and the root



morpheme fktbg �notion of writing�� Tier con�
"ation is performed as follows� after associating
the root consonants with the Cs and the vocal�
ism vowels with the Vs� one �folds together� the
consonants and vowels of the stem onto a single
tier as shown in Fig� ��b�� The same operation is
performed on the remaining morphologically de�
termined tiers resulting in the linearised con�g�
uration in Fig� ��c�� In other words� the various
lexical tiers in the underlying representation end
up in a single tier in the surface level�

In this vein� the lexicon component of the new
model consists of multiple sublexica� each repre�
senting entries for a particular lexical representa�
tion or tier� The rewrite rules component maps
the multiple lexical representations to a surface
representation� Finally� the morphotactic com�
ponent attempts to �nd a morphotactic parse for
the lexical forms in questions� Here� the input
to the morphotactic parser is a tuple of lexical
forms� where each element in the tuple represents
the lexical forms from one of the sublexica�

��� The Lexicon Component

The lexicon in the current model consists of mul�
tiple sublexica� each sublexicon containing entries
for one particular lexical representation �or tier
in the autosegmental analysis�� Since an n�tuple
contains n� � lexical elements� the lexicon com�
ponent consists of n � � sublexica� An Arabic
lexicon� for example� will have a pattern sublex�
icon� a root sublexicon and a vocalism sublexi�
con� Other a	xes which do not conform to the
root�and�pattern nature of Semitic morphology
�e�g� pre�xes� su	xes� particles� etc�� need to be
represented as well� One can either give them
their own sublexicon or have them represented
in one of the three sublexica� Since pattern seg�
ments are the closest in terms of number to sur�
face segments� we chose the convention of having
such morphemes represented in the pattern sub�
lexicon�

For morphotactic purposes� each entry in
a sublexicon is associated with a category�

feature structure of the form�

�
����

cat

attribute� $ value�

attribute� $ value�

�
�
�

�
����

where cat is an atom representing a �grammat�
ical� category followed by an unordered list of
attribute$value pairs� An attribute is an atomic
label� A value can be an atom or a variable drawn
from a prede�ned �nite set of possible values��

As a way of illustration� consider the Arabic
verb �katab� with the conjunction pre�x fwag
�and� and the su	x fatg �sing �nd fem�� The
entries of the �rst sublexicon are

cvcvc

�
� pattern

measure $ �

voice $ act

�
� wa

h
conj

i

at

�
��

vim

number $ sing

person $ �nd

gender $ fem

�
��

The second sublexicon maintains the root entry

ktb
h
pattern

i

while the third lexicon maintains the vocalism

a
h
vocalism

i

In a working system� other patterns� roots and
vocalisms will be maintained in the respective
sublexica�

��� The Rewrite Rules Component

The rewrite rules component maps the multiple
lexical representations to a surface representa�
tion� It also provides for phonological� ortho�
graphic� etc�� rules� As before� n�tuples are used
for lexical�surface mapping� with the �rst ele�
ment representing surface forms and the remain�
ing n � � elements representing lexical forms�

Rewrite rules are usually expressed in some for�
malism� The current model adopts the following
formalism��

LLC � Lex � RLC f���g
LSC � Surf � RSC

LLC denotes the left lexical context� Lex denotes
the lexical form� and RLC denotes the right lex�
ical context� LSC� Surf and RSC are the sur�
face counterparts� The context denoted by � �
is always satis�ed� i�e� it represents Kleene star�

�It is also possible to extend the above formalism in
order to allow value to be a category�feature structure�
though this takes us beyond nite�state power�

�For the historical development of this formalism� see
�Kiraz� Forthcoming��



Figure �� Derivation of �katab�

R��
 � hc�X��i �  �
 � X �  
where X is a consonant�

R��
 � hv���Xi �  �
 � X �  
where X is a vowel�

R��
hv���Xi � v �  �

 � X �  
where X is a vowel�

Capital�initial expressions are variables over pre�
de�ned �nite sets of symbols�

The operator � is the context restriction op�
erator� It states that Lex may surface as Surf in
the given context� The operator � adds surface
coercion constraints� when Lex appears in the
given context� then the surface description must

satisfy Surf� A lexical string maps to a surface
string if and only if they can be partitioned into
pairs of lexical�surface subsequences� where ���
each pair is licensed by a � rule� and ��� no se�
quence of zero or more adjacent pairs violates a
� rule�

For Arabic� all expressions on the upper lexical
side of the rules �LLC� Lex and RLC� are tuples
of strings of the form hx�� x�� � � � � xn��i� The ith
element in the tuple refers to symbols in the ith
sublexicon of the lexical component� When a lex�
ical expression makes use of only the �rst sublex�
icon� the angle brackets can be ignored� Hence�
the Lex expression hx� 	� � � � � 	i and x are equiv�
alent� in lexical contexts� hx� �� � � � � �i and x are
equivalent�

The formalism is illustrated in Fig� �� The rules
derive Arabic �katab� from the pattern mor�
pheme fcvcvcg �verbal Measure ��� the root mor�
pheme fktbg �notion of writing� and the vocal�
ism morpheme fag �perf act�� R� sanctions root
consonants by mapping a �c� from the �rst �pat�
tern� sublexicon� a consonant �X� from the second
�root� sublexicon and no symbol from the third
�vocalism� sublexicon to surface �X�� R� sanctions
vowels in a similar manner� R� allows the spread�
ing of the vowel� if a vowel �X� has previously oc�
curred� i�e� LLC is �hv���Xi �� then a �v� from the
pattern sublexicon may map to that same vowel

surfacek a t a b
� � � � �

patternc v c v c
rootk t b
vocalisma

�a�

surfacew a k a t a b a t
� � � � � � � � �

pattern � a�xesw a c v c v c a t
rootk t b
vocalisma

�b�

Figure �� Analysis of �katab� and �wakatabat�

on the surface� The quality of the vowel on the
surface is determined by the uni�cation of X in
Surf and LLC�

The mapping is illustrated in Fig� ��a�� The
numbers between the surface and lexical expres�
sions indicate the rules in Fig� � which sanction
the shown subsequences� Empty slots represent
the empty string 	� Note that we depict expres�
sions from bottom to top� �rst the surface ex�
pressions� then the lexical expressions�

In the lexicon� morphemes which do not con�
form to the root�and�pattern nature of Semitic
�i�e� pre�xes� su	xes� particles� etc�� are given in
the �rst sublexicon� The identity rule

R�
 � X �  �
 � X �  
where X �� f c�v g

maps such morphemes to the surface� The rule
basically states that any symbol not in f c�v g
from the �rst sublexicon may surface� Fig� ��b�
illustrates the analysis of �wakatabat��

The rewrite rule component interacts with the
lexical component in the following manner� The
lexical expressions produced by a rewrite rule
must each represent a concatenation of lexical
entries from the corresponding sublexicon� For
example� for the analysis described by the tuple
hwakatabat� wa cvcvc at� ktb� ai to be lexically
valid� the �rst sublexicon must contain the en�
tries fwag� fcvcvcg and fatg� Similarly� the sec�
ond and third sublexica must contain the entries



fktbg and fag� respectively�

��� The Morphotactic Component

A two�level grammar and a lexicon fall short
of de�ning the set of licit combinations of
lexical forms� In computational morphology�
there are two schools of thought in this regard�
The �rst uses �continuation patterns�classes�
�Koskenniemi� ����� Antworth� ����� Karttunen�
����� where each class of morphemes is asso�
ciated with a set of continuation classes� The
second adopts uni�cation�based grammars with
linear precedence relations �Bear� ����� Beesley�
Buckwalter� and Newton� ����� Trost� �����
Ritchie et al�� ����� Antworth� ���� inter alia��
The former fails to provide elegant morphotactic
parsing for Arabic� The latter provides facilities
to describe more complex morphotactic rules� but
still needs to be modi�ed in order to cope with
Semitic stems�
The current morphotactic component takes as

input the �grammatical� categories � in the form
of category�feature structures � of the morphemes
realised from the lexicon and rewrite rules compo�
nents� Since� the lexical and rewrite rules com�
ponents produce a tuple of sequences of lexical
forms� one per lexical expression� we use context�
free relations �i�e�� context�free grammars with
terminals being tuples of symbols� to describe
morphotactics� The analysis of Arabic �wakata�
bat� produces the lexical ��tuple hwa cvcvc at�
ktb� ai� i�e� the sequence of morphemes on each
lexical element� The corresponding grammatical
categories of these morphemes �based on the en�
tries from section ��� are

h
h
conj

i�
� pattern

measure $ �

voice $ act

�
�
�
��

vim

number $ sing

person $ �nd

gender $ fem

�
���

h
root

i
�

h
vocalism

i
i

Since there is linear precedence among the
daughters of the derived word� one can express
morphotactics in the following productions�

h
Word

i
�

h
conj

i h
Stem

i
�
��

vim

number $ sing

person $ �nd

gender $ fem

�
��

The derivation of
h
Stem

i
from the pattern

�fcvcvcg�� root �fktbg� and vocalism �fag� mor�
phemes are described in the production�

h
Stem

i
� h

�
� pattern

measure $ �

voice $ act

�
��

h
root

i
�

h
vocalism

i
i

where terminals are tuples of symbols�

� Conclusion

Arabic computational morphology is still lacking
in a number of areas� None of the above works�
for example� look into morphological ambiguity� a
notorious problem in all Semitic languages since
the orthographic representation of words lacks
short vowels� case endings and other markers�

It is hoped that this paper gave our fellow re�
searchers in the Arab World a "avor of the activi�
ties in the West on this topic� It is hoped that the
research activities which take place in the Arab
World will be reported for the Western researcher
in the future�
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